
e’re constantly discussing 
governance with our 
clients, but this call was 

different. It came from a health sys-
tem with a faith-based background: 
Would we help broaden their board 
with two new directors who had an 
emphasis and experience in improving 
quality and patient safety?
	 The	request	was	different	than	what	
is traditionally seen in these situations, 
but it illustrates the changing nature 
of selecting and engaging board 
members in the era of reform. That’s 
because the stakes grow higher  
every day for boards to govern 
correctly and help their organizations 
and CEOs succeed.
 As the healthcare industry transitions 
from a fee-for-service model to one of 
value-based accountable care, more  

is riding on the selection of trustees 
than ever before.
 Whatever the size, nature and 
scope of your organization, the skill 
set required of a director these days 
is a quantum leap over what may 
have been ideal even 10 years ago. 

Here are some key areas to 
consider when adding a new 
board member:

Diversity of gender, ethnicity and 
age. Gender and ethnic diversity is 
important on the board; directors 
need	to	reflect	their	community	or	
member pool. The healthcare industry 
still has a long road ahead of it in this 
regard – the Healthcare Governance 
Survey Report by the American  
Hospital Association showed its 

members’ boards lagging in diversity  
on several fronts: ethnicity (90  
percent white), gender (72 percent  
of trustees are men), and age (only  
24 percent of board members are 
younger than 50).

Fresh perspectives. Diversity of 
thought is important as well. In the 
past, we have sometimes seen board 
members who governed simply 
because their family’s director “seat” 
had been passed down for a gener-
ation or two, or because they gave 
generously to the foundation. Those 
directorships are becoming too  
critical to divvy up in that manner. 
That’s why an increasing number  
of boards are recruiting CEOs from 
other industries, both for a new  
angle on the organization’s issues  
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as well as a willingness to have  
an honest dialogue with the CEO 
they oversee. Term limits? Yes, that’s 
essential as well.

Financial acumen. Community  
representation is important, but a 
solid grasp of economics and an 
understanding	of	fiduciary	respon-
sibility have become essential traits 
for those in governance. Margins are 
thin, and every decision counts. One 
needs only to look at government 
reimbursements to understand this.

Specialization. In the example we 
noted above, the health system in 
question was looking for experts 
in quality and safety. There is no 

shortage of experts who can help an 
organization engage on these fronts, 
but what made this case unique was 
that the CEO wanted these board 
members	to	be	the	board’s	first	
directors from outside the region. 
Beyond clinical knowledge, boards 
should	find	members	who	can	give	
experienced counsel in mergers and 
acquisitions, information technology 
or human resources.

National awareness. Healthcare 
used to be quite local. Certainly, 
location remains a factor, for now, in 
healthcare costs. But as the govern-
ment becomes increasingly involved 
in healthcare, directors need to be 
well-informed about what is hap-

pening nationally and trends that are 
occurring within the industry. There’s 
no shortage of hospitals and health 
systems that are still experiencing 
success under the new rules who can 
serve as models for your board.

Education in healthcare issues. 
Good board members whose busi-
ness	success	has	occurred	in	a	differ-
ent industry know that it’s not enough 
to have a basic grasp of healthcare. 
One CEO we know sent one of his 
board members to a quality and 
safety conference to better under-
stand why the CEO wanted to make 
changes in these areas. The director 
came back and reported, “Frankly, 
I’m scared about this whole thing.  

But I understand better now, and we 
have to do this.”

Transparency. Your business life  
outside the sphere of healthcare can 
be a boon to the board, but when an 
issue arises with an entity in which 
you have a vested interest (i.e., a vote 
on a piece of land for new construc-
tion if you are a real-estate developer,  
or a decision on a new drug or  
medical device if you are a physician 
with	a	financial	stake	in	play),	you	
can set an example for your fellow 
directors, the CEO and even the 
community if you disclose that and 
recuse yourself from those decisions. 
Similarly, trustees must be willing to 
ask honest questions and push back 

when necessary with the CEO, even 
though he or she often is the very one 
training them.

Crisis preparation. Every organiza-
tion will face turmoil and a time of 
testing; the question is “when,” not 
“if.” Well-functioning boards prepare 
for crisis, whether it is a fatal hospital- 
acquired infection, a tornado, a  
violent	crime,	or	a	financial	setback	
for a publicly traded entity. How  
will the directors respond at this 
time? The answer could determine 
their long-term success. Responsive 
boards prepare by evaluating how 
others have weathered a crisis.

Managing talent. Trustees need to 
be involved in two fronts in succes-
sion planning – the CEO and their 
own.	These	can	be	difficult	dis-
cussions, but the organization has 
entrusted these tasks to the board  
for a reason. A fail-ure to be proactive 
in these matters can weigh down an 
organization for a long period of time. 
Similarly, changes to the composition 
of the board must be planned  
for. Chairmanships need to be con-
sidered; mentoring and leadership 
development can be pivotal to 
preparing board members to assume 
these challenges with minimal disrup-
tion to the governance function.

For more information on our inte- 
grated talent management practice 
in these areas, please contact:

800.960.9245 | NuBrickPartners.com
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The 3 essential roles of a board:
• Succession planning • Long-term strategy
   for the CEO and itself • Risk management


